
 
 

Color Craft Aerospace Graphics attends Hamburg Aircraft Interiors Expo as it surpasses 
3,000,000 parts shipped. 

 
 
(Tukwila, WA, February 5, 2018) – Color Craft announced today that it has delivered over 3,000,000 parts into the 
aerospace supply chain since it was acquired in 2011. This milestone marks a transition from a nearly exclusively focus 
on aircraft exterior graphics and an expanding worldwide customer base for the once struggling aerospace supplier.  The 
company continues to leverage the support of the Washington State Department of Commerce and the Office of 
Economic Development & Competitiveness by attending international events such as Hamburg AIX with other leading 
Washington State businesses.  
  
“When we acquired the assets of this business in 2011 the business did very little aircraft interiors related business and no 
international sales.  Our team has committed to a high customer service approach along with word class quality and on-
time delivery (over 99.6% efficiency for each), and that commitment has paid off.  I expect the Color Craft team will hit the 
1,000,000 parts shipped per year in the very near future.”, said Doug Stewart, President of Color Craft. 
 
The worldwide Aircraft Interior market is forecasted to grow from USD $26B in 2017 to USD $38.85B in 2022. 
 
About Color Craft, Inc. 
For over 60 years Color Craft, Inc. has been a leader in providing high performance graphic solutions to customers 
worldwide. Creating, designing and manufacturing paint solutions, decals, graphics, placards and labeling products for 
industries ranging from aerospace and military to water sports and high performance athletic gear. Color Craft, Inc. is well 
positioned to support custom and high volume production requirements globally.   Color Craft delivered over 550,000 
individual parts into the aerospace and industrial supply chain in 2017 with On-Time delivery and Quality ratings in excess 
of 99% for each category. 
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Color Craft, Inc. 
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